
DON’T
WORK 
HARD,
WORK 
SMART!



WHY WE DO WHAT WE DO..
We believe in the power of machines to ease heavy physical labour. 

That is why we have spent the past decades developing an extended 

range of mini-loaders and attachments. Our products contribute 

a lot to labour-friendly and efficient work environments in various 

industries. From heavy duties in the stables and green industry, 

to hard physical labour in (road) construction and demolition. Our 

machines are happy to take on any task and carry out it the fastest 

and most cost-effective way possible. Don’t work hard, work smart! 

Together we can establish safe, durable and efficient working 

conditions for everyone. 

The driving force behind our organization has remained the same. 

We develop machines and tools to make hard work easier, faster 

and more durable. That’s in our DNA: What can be improved, will 

be improved. We think of new and often revolutionary solutions 

to accomplish our goals. That is why we are particularly proud to 

introduce our newest range of zero emission machines. We are ready 

for the future! Are you?





SHERPA
MINI-LOADERS





The first machines of our new Z-series: the Z10 E100 and Z10 E200. These electric machines are 

fully emission free, ergonomically optimized and particularly low-maintenance. The driver of 

these machines stands in a ergonomic position, with all control levers within hands reach. In 

addition, both the E100 and E200 are equipped with an adjustable footplate, hip protection and 

an improved control panel.

REVOLUTIONARY, ELECTRIC AND COMPACT

SHERPA Z10 E100
The Z10 is only 76 centimetres wide and therefore easy to 

manoeuvre through small spaces. Thanks to the powerful 400Ah 

battery, the Z10 E100 can be used continuously up to six hours on 

just one charge. Tools and attachments are easily hitched or removed 

with the optional hydraulic quick lock. With an optimized lifting 

arm, so the driver has an excellent view on the load. The Z10 E100 is 

equipped with four wheel motors and therefore has a very low cost 

of ownership.

SHERPA Z10 E200
The E200 resembles its brother a lot – a quality product, designed 

on comfort and lifespan. But the Z10 E200 is switchable between 

two gears. A higher speed to cover long distances, and a lower speed 

to manoeuvre more precicely, save battery and work with extra 

lifting power. The Z10 E200 is, just like the Z10 E100, ergonomically 

optimized and very maintenance-friendly. 



THE FUTURE IS ELECTRIC

SHERPA 100 ECO
Compact, fully electric and yet exceptionally powerful – the SHERPA 

100 ECO is perfect for indoor duties in the construction and demolition 

industries, because our electric machines do the heavy work for you 

without having to worry about harmful emissions. Versatile, eco-

friendly and revolutionary – the best for you, and the environment!

SHERPA 100 2SPEED
An electric motor and two driving speeds – the SHERPA 100 2Speed 

is the perfect asset to any construction or demolition company. The 

2speed is switchable between 2 driving speeds. Slow speed to save 

battery, manoeuvre precisely and have more lifting power. And high 

speed to travel long distances faster.

Our goal is to provide a sustainable and durable workspace for everyone. By making hard work 

easier, safer and more efficient, but also by taking the utmost account of the environment. 

Therefore our range has included fully electric and reliable skid-steer loaders for many years 

now, like the SHERPA 100 ECO and SHERPA 2speed. With these machine you’ll benefit from the 

many advantages a SHERPA has to offer, without any harmful effects on the environment.
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The latest introduced machines of our revolutionary Z-series: the SHERPA Z30, Z40 and Z50. 

Driven by a powerful petrol or diesel motor and therefore an absolute powerhouse. Like the 

rest of the series, these machines are ergonomically optimized, ensuring the driver to stand in 

the most ergonomic possible. The SHERPA Z-series are the pinnacle of powerful comfort and 

undoubtedly the next step in working smart.

VERSATILE AND POWERFUL

SHERPA Z30
The SHERPA Z30 is equipped with a powerful Honda gx390 motor 

and has a width of only 76 centimetres. You will therefore have no 

troubles manoeuvring this machine through narrow passages, like 

elevators and garden gates. This makes the Z30 the ideal asset to any 

landscaper and other professionals in the green industry!

SHERPA Z40
Wider and even more powerful than its little brother – the SHERA 

Z40 is 114 centimetres wide and strong enough to carry out all heavy 

tasks for you. This machine is available in two models: one with a 

20,8 hp Honda petrol engine (gx630) and one with a 22,1 hp Honda 

petrol engine (gx690).

SHERPA Z50
The unquestionable powerhouse of the SHERPA Z-series – the 

Z50 will successfully take on any challenge! This machine is 114 

centimetres wide and equipped with a reliable Kubota diesel engine. 

You can choose between a 18,8 hp Kubota diesel motor (D722) and a 

23,5 hp Kubota diesel motor (D902).



SHERPA 100 Agri-Line
In need of an extra pair of hands while working in the stables 

or on the farm? The 76 centimetre wide SHERPA 100 Agri-Line 

manoeuvres easily through the stables to provide support where its 

needed. Think of mucking the stables and supplying straw, hay and 

animal feed.

Small in size, big in approach. The SHERPA 100 is compact, but powerful. In addition, its small 

size offers a lot of practical benefits. The SHERPA 100 can easily be transported in a mini-van 

and will have no trouble navigating through small spaces, like doors and elevators. This machine 

therefore is a prime example of working smart! The SHERPA 100 is produced with a width of 76 

or 114 centimetres wide, and available with an petrol or diesel engine. 

SHERPA 100 Small
Heavy work in tight spaces? The SHERPA 100 Small will carry out all 

duties for you precisely and efficient. You can use it to move and 

excavate soil, but also to supply and remove materials. The ideal 

machine for construction and demolition professionals!

SHERPA 100 Benzine
The SHERPA 100 Petrol takes on any challenge! With its powerful and 

reliable 20,8 hp Honda GX630 petrol engine this machine carries out 

all the heavy work for you. From paving roads to dragging stumps, 

the SHERPA 100 Petrol is happy to help with any task.

SHERPA 100 Diesel
The SHERPA 100 Diesel is a compact earthmoving machine and a 

mobile hydraulic powerhouse. Once the machine is equipped with 

the right tools, its suitable for all kinds of industries. Construction 

and demolition, but also the road construction and landscaping 

industries.

COMPACT POWERHOUSE
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SHERPA 150
A minimal working width of only 76 centimetres and therefore 

the smallest articulated loader on the market! The SHERPA 150 

is the ideal machine if you often work in narrow spaces, because 

you’ll have no trouble manoeuvring this small machine through 

every narrow corner and hallway. The optional wide tyres ensure 

stability and low ground pressure, which reduces surface ruts. 

Perfect for all landscapers and a powerful support in the green 

industry! 

SHERPA 200
Compact, with a 25,4 hp Kubota D1105 diesel motor – the SHERPA 

200 has all the power that is needed to successfully complete any 

task! In addition, this articulated loader is equipable with a wide 

range of attachments. Therefore the SHERPA 200 is very popular 

amongst professionals in road construction and landscapers with 

large-scale projects.

SHERPA 300
A strong 25,4 hp Kubota D1105 diesel motor and a hydrostatic 

drive – the SHERPA 300 is an absolute source of power. This 

machine is able to safely lift and move up to one thousand 

kilograms of load! It’s therefore safe to say the SHERPA 300 

is the most powerful machine of our range. A real asset to all 

professionals working in road construction, paving and the 

building and demolition industry!

ARTICULATED LOADERS
Whereas the skid-steer mini-loaders already have set milestones when it comes down to 

working smart, the articulated loaders take it one step further! More speed, power and lifting 

capacity, with no less than two external functions. The articulated loaders also have a seating 

surface for the driver to sit on, ensuring more driving comfort. View our extended range and find 

your new teammate!
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ATTACHMENTS

BUCKETGRAPPLE BUCKET

PALLET FORKS

CARPET SCRAPER WEED BRUSH

PINBUCKET WITH CLAMP

Every task is different. Therefore we have developed a wide range of tools and attachments, 

intended for specific duties. Do you want to save time and money, and at the same time prevent 

frustrations and physical complaints from happening? Equip your machine with tools that fit the 

work that awaits. From buckets and demolition hammers to pallet forks and roller brooms – with 

more than one hundred attachments you’ll definitely find the right tool for the job. Check 

www.sherpaminiloaders.com for our full range of attachments. 

Don’t work hard, work smart!



LOG GRAB

ROLLER BROOM 

MOWERDECK

SNOW-/FEED SLIDER

STUMP GRINDER

DEMOLITION HAMMER

TILE LIFTER



+31 412 61 33 44
info@sherpaminiloaders.com
www.sherpaminiloaders.com

Canadabaan 14
5388 RT, Nistelrode

Nederland

Follow us on:


